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VMAC Marketing Manager Takes Over Sales and Customer Care Departments
NANAIMO, B.C. – VMAC is pleased to announce the promotion of Dan
Hutchinson, VMAC’s marketing Manager to the new expanded role of Sales
and Marketing Manager with oversight of the Marketing, Sales and Customer
Care departments.

Dan joined VMAC in 2002 and in that time Dan has been a part of
customer service, technical support and purchasing, finally becoming a
part of the marketing department in 2004. In Marketing, he applied his
Project Management Professional (PMP) accreditation to lead VMAC’s
innovative product development plans, and was a key contributor to
VMAC’s Marketing strategies in his role as Product Specialist.
Dan has played a pivotal role in VMAC’s product success to date. “This is going to be an
amazing year,” Dan says enthusiastically. “We’ve got big plans to transform VMAC into a
powerhouse!”
With a vision of pushing VMAC into a greater industry leadership role, Dan plans to further energize the
sales team, help the Customer Care department further diversify in serving customers, launch unique and
wildly effective Marketing strategies and take a highly-dynamic approach to integrating the three
departments.
For more information about VMAC, VMAC UNDERHOOD and VMAC Hydraulic Air Compressor
Systems and Throttles, visit www.vmacair.com or call 1-800-738-8622.
#####
VMAC is an award-winning, world-leader in the development of compact, powerful
truck mounted mobile air compressor solutions used for service trucks, public works,
utilities and highway/heavy construction. VMAC engineers and manufactures 70cfm
and 150cfm UNDERHOOD Air Compressor Systems, 40cfm and 60cfm PREDATAIR
hydraulic driven Air Compressor Systems, 60cfm RAPTAIR stand-alone diesel drive
Air Compressor Systems, and THROTTLE COMMANDER 3-speed engine throttle
controls. UNDERHOOD and PREDATAIR Air Compressors are ideal for use on work
trucks in applications such as mining, construction, tire-service, fire-apparatus and
municipal operations.

